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If I’ve ever felt like screaming from the rooftops about a book, that book would be, or feels 
right now as though it would be, The Great Cosmic Mother: Rediscovering the Religion of Earth. 
The title is a rather soft and sentimental one, slipped in by Harper/Row at the time they 
published the book, without letting Barbara Mor know about the change. Her own title was the 
much simpler and more profound The First God. Her book makes for a long read, but what an 
education it gives you! Mor starts all the way back in the paleolithic (the same as John Zerzan in 
Running on Emptiness, except that Barbara Mor is far, far more deeply educated than Zerzan), 
then comes up into the neolithic, the later neolithic and stone age, then into the bronze—when 
human organization turns upside-down as patriarchy overturns matriarchy, as the sky gods 
destroy the earth goddess, as the Hebrew elders embark upon their long killing-off and 
suppression of woman, all so that we end up with our usual “civilized” condition of perpetual 
and on-going war under “leaders” the likes of Ghenghis Khan, Napoleon, Hitler, and Dick 
Cheney. 
 
As I said, what an education this book provides! In pre-history, women invented everything—
pottery, planting, reaping, cooking, the works. Sex was simply one more part of life, earth was 
mother, bisexuality was far from unusual, all sorts of taboos of today didn’t yet exist AND 
harmony and balance went on for millennia. One of the snakes that later crawled into Eden was 
iron. Another was bronze. These made it so easy for the men to kill animals that they took more 
than needed, soon getting the idea of collecting animals alive and keeping them as symbols of 
stature and “wealth.” Thus came about the first money and the first hoarding. And it was the 
males who did it. Along with the first “money” and the first hoarding came, naturally, the first 
fighting over goods and spoils. The biggest event of all was when the earth-centered holism of 
the matriarchy got attacked and overwhelmed by the ever-huger influence of the males 
(grasping for “superiority”) and thus the idea of dualism overcame the ancient idea of the 
wholeness of life. The males didn’t want life but they wanted aspiration instead, and they 
wanted some way to show the superiority of “aspiration” over life. So dualism replaced holism, 
and instead of all things being good, some things were good and some things were bad. For 
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example, Sky came to be “good” while Earth came to be bad, and the Sun God came to be 
“good” while the Earth Goddess came to be “bad.” Instead of the holistic view of all being good, 
there emerged the Abrahamic/Mosaic/Christ/Mohammad Complex of “chosen” religion—and 
women came to be oppressed and slain like never before. 
 
So. Through the Abrahamic/Mosaic/Christ/Mohammad Complex with its unrelenting movement 
toward and into dualism, there came into being just about every “anti-life” evil you can name, 
right on down from Plato and Socrates (death is superior to life) through Jesus on to St. Paul the 
Great Pervert and Life-Hater and merrily through the Inquisition—which Mor shows as having 
in essence been the destruction of women for their vast knowledge of pre-Christian lore, 
medical truth, earth-produced curatives, pain-killers, all kinds of natural palliatives and aids to 
life—so that there came about the eradication, through a sustained drama of world-sized 
madness, cruelty, and horror that extended all the way up through the 17th Century of women 
themselves and their millennias’ worth of life-earned and life-preserving knowledge. Under the 
new dispensation, having Earth-knowledge instead of “revelatory” or “Sky-God” knowledge 
(the latter adhering absolutely to the idea that the abstract is superior to the concrete) caused 
women to be seen as—yup—witches. Burned by the thousands and thousands. The patriarchal 
“church” provided a model for every form of genocidal program since then, from the Europeans 
destroying the Native Americans to Hitler destroying the Jews and on and on, now the 
“Americans” destroying everything and everyone in their path “upward.” 
 
What a book. It’s far, far better than Leonard Schlain’s The Alphabet Versus the Goddess: The 
Conflict Between Word and Image if only because Schlain’s seems like just a footnote to Mor’s. 
Schlain follows the same progress (though not from as far back and not at all as thoroughly) of 
matriarchy being conquered by patriarchy, but his “key” to the change was solely the 
introduction and use of alphabetic language, since alphabetic language was a “left-brain” thing 
rather than “right-brain,” so that it strengthened the male/logic/abstraction side over the 
female/emotion/creative side. Valid as far as it goes, Schlain’s depiction results in the same 
Inquisition, the same woman-destroying, and the same “sky god” superiority complexes. But 
Mor’s book is deeper, wider, broader, and also much more learned, impassioned, and far more 
broadly and significantly rooted.  
 
So S-5101 is about as far from the First God as it’s possible to get, and as far into the death-grip 
of the male abstractionist, money-hoarding, anti-life, anti-earth, anti-seed spirit of the 
Bushiscti, Cheneyiscti, and Obamiscti. I used to think I was a feminist just because I was an 
“equal thinker” about the sexes—though from time to time I did argue that the female sex was 
superior to the male, for a variety of reasons. Now I know it. I also know that I actually am a 
feminist. It seems superficially untrue that woman is the superior sex when you think of 
destructors like Lynn Cheney or Nancy Pelosi. But in the big, historic, earth-view, there seems 
little question but that the destructive sex is the male, while the holistic, unifying, producing, 
creative, and smarter—with ur-smarts, not just “logic smarts”—is the female. 
 

                                                      
1 The so-called “Food Safety and Modernization Act” of 2010. 
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And so we suffer on. The AFRICOM2 stuff, the genetic-engineering stuff—what deadly, deadly, 
poisonous measures and moves. And who is ever going to wake up to it all and resist? Or even 
see it for the anti-life and anti-earth force that most of our standard policy-making actually is?  
 
         EL 
 

                                                      
2 U.S. Africa Command  
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